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Preface

Nagaland is a land of unique culture and traditions. Nagaland is known for its ex-
quisite bamboo and cane products, weaving, wood carving, dress and ornaments. 
The most important works of art and crafts exist in the form of Basketry, Weav-

ing, Woodcarving, Pottery, Metal work, Jewelery and Bead-work.

Nagaland is famous for its numerous seasonal fairs and festivals. All the tribes cele-
brate their own distinct festivals with dance and music. The most important festivals 
celebrated in the state include Sekrenyi, Moatsu Mong, Suhkruhnye, Tokhü Emong, 
Yemshe, Metumniu, Toluni, Chithuni among others.

The department of history, Immanuel College endeavours to instill the knowledge of 
the unique culture and history of the Nagas among the students, so that these values 
become imbibed deep within themselves and make them responsible members of the 
society.

This issue is second in line among the department’s literary publication under the pa-
tronage of the Eclectic Club. The first booklet published by the Eclectic Club titled “Fes-
tivals of Some Naga Tribes” released in 2017 received huge support from the student 
community as well as the faculty. With such inspiration and support, we are embold-
ened to take up this challenge with our limited resources.

This collective work wouldn’t have been possible without the invaluable contribution of 
individuals and groups comprising of the students and teachers of the department. 
The department extends its heartfelt gratitude and appreciation to all the contributors 
for their tireless efforts and sacrifices rendered towards fulfilling this end.

Words are inadequate to express our profound appreciation to Mr. Talichuba Walling, 
head of department, Political Science, Immanuel College for covering the technical 
aspects of this publication. The department also thank Keystone Stationery for gladly 
accepting our request to bring this publication in the current form.

Thank you everyone.

         

               Mrs. Temjenzüngla Aier
            Head of Department, History
            Immanuel College, Lengrijan
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      1. MORUNG – The Educational Institution
- Ms. Imjung Imchen, Asst. Prof.

If  an outsider appreciates the ancient Naga traditional way of  life, it is indeed because of  
the beautiful and systematic life and order of  the 
‘morung’ system. One of  the earliest definitions of  

the word ‘morung’ is given by Edward Winter Clark, the 
first American Baptist Missionary to the Naga Hills in 
the Ao-Naga Dictionary compiled in 1911. According 
to him, the word morung is derived from the Assamese 
word which means “a big tree drum”. In the olden days, 
it was the custom for the Nagas to keep a drum made 
of  a big tree called sungkong near the bachelor’s dormito-
ry. As the big tree drum was found in Naga villages near 
the bachelors’ dormitory, the Assamese people called the 
dormitory itself  morung. Apart from the general usage 
of  the term, each Naga tribe has its own name for it. For 
example, the Aos call it Arju, the Lothas call it Champo and  the Angamis call it Kichuki . Thus, 
the word morung means “dormitory”. It was a kind of  bachelor’s dormitory for the village youth 
and fulfilled  a variety of  functions. It was a tradition for the Nagas that all the boys after they 
reached the age of  puberty were required to enter the morung. A boy who entered the dormitory 
at the age of  six or seven remained there till he married and set up his own independent house.

In the olden days, a Naga village was never considered complete without a morung. So, one 
of  the first duties soon after the establishment of  a village, was to select the site to construct 
the morung. The site selected was normally dedicated 
by the village priest by offering animal sacrifices like 
pigs, bison, cows, rooster etc which were common-
ly used as sacrificial elements to the spirits. The vil-
lage elders then fixed a date to construct the morung. 
Every household in the village contributed the best 
building materials like bamboo, wood and sura (a kind 
of  leaf  used as roofing material)because it was be-
lieved that failure to extend support towards building 
the morung was a sign of  showing disrespect to the 
whole village community. Thus, morung was built as 
early as possible after the establishment of  a village. 
Each sector of  a village had its own morung. The morungs were grand buildings resplendent 
with carvings representing hornbills, tigers, human heads etc. It was the pride of  the village and 
was always decorated with trophies of  war and finest wood carvings the villagers were capable 
of.  The structure of  the morung reflected the ancient Naga architectural style which was prac-
ticed by all the Naga tribes. It was usually constructed at the village entrance or in a spot to be 
effectively guarded. It was a self-governing body aiming to protect the village and train men to 
channel fertility into their community. Under the umbrella of  the village authority, this institu-
tion had its own rules and regulations. However, the function of  the morung which was based 
on age grouping was common to all the Naga tribes.

In the morung, there were five to seven different age groups with the elders as the leader of  
the organization who had overall power over the running of  the morung system. The mo-
rung served as the educational center for the Nagas where the traditional training and learning 
process was maintained. It was a place where the young people were trained to develop their 
individual potentialities such as bravery, endurance and self  reliance. In order to help the young 
boys to develop courage and to learn how to stand firm in difficult situations, the elders trained 
the youngsters by asking them to jump over a burning fire and to sit near the fireplace endur-
ing the heat without crying. Life in the morung was full of  military trainings. The elders taught 
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war tactics such as throwing with husking poles, six to seven feet long while the young learners 
stood hiding behind the bamboo made shield and tested their courage by sending them to the 
most strategic jungles alone at night to collect fruits, flowers and daos they left behind while 
threatening them by telling that on the way through the jungle they might be attacked by wild 
animals or evil spirits.

It was compulsory for every member to go through various forms 
of  training in order to achieve a well-disciplined life. There were 
specific times set for every activity in the morung like getting 
up together, making the fire before the senior members got up, 
fetching water, collecting firewood etc. Younger members were 
trained to complete all the activities within the allotted time giv-
en to them and failures were liable to severe punishments. Every 
member in the morung went through this training no matter 
how hard it was because a person who did not go through this 
training was not chosen for any leadership role in the village. 
This motivated the members to accept all sorts of  training given 
to them in the morung.

A special learning session was conducted in the morung every 
night. All the members assembled in the hearth located in the middle of  the morung before they 
went to bed. The learning session was conducted in the Naga traditional seating arrangement i.e., 
the boys sat around the hearth facing the elders who were in the front. This kind of  arrangement 
provided opportunities for the elders to catch the attention of  the young members and it helped 
to achieve proper dialogue between them and the elders. During the learning session, the young 
members were allowed to ask any question related to their personal lives and the affairs of  the 
village community and these were answered by the elders. One advantage of  conducting regular 
learning sessions in the morung was that it provided opportunities for the young people to learn 
the art of  public speaking under the guidance of  the senior members. The art of  oratory which 
was a standard feature at all public gatherings was learned in the morung. In this way the mem-
bers in the morung were learned about  their culture, politics, diplomacy and the various ways of  
conducting oneself  with others and be ready to compete with anyone in any field.

Besides, young members were also taught the techniques of  war, fighting, wrestling, games and 
sports, handicrafts, sex and moral education, religious philosophy and so on by the elders. Naga 
culture was taught in the form of  folklores, songs and dances, sports and games, discipline, hard 
work, the spirit of  service in community loving and resilience in all matters of  life. From time to 
time, the elders arranged handicraft sessions and the youngsters were taught how to make naga 
handicrafts like weaving mats and baskets, winnowing fans, earthen pottery, house building, daos, 
spears and so on. As Nagas had no written script, the different stages of  learning in the morung 
were done orally. Thus, Naga oral traditions were kept alive in the morung from one generation to 
the next through teaching songs, dances and folktales. Much of  the Naga culture, its customs and 
traditions, carvings of  figures on stone and wood and designs on clothes were taught and learned 
in the morung.

The educational system of  the morung was highly beneficial and relevant to the people  as it 
helped the young people to develop character and attitude formation as civic duties, community 
ethics, co-operative labour, responsibilities to oneself  and to the society and to become worthy 
citizens. Therefore, the morung was an institution where the members learned the importance 
of  co-operation, responsibility towards oneself  and the society and moulded their lives to con-
form to the Naga way of  life. Indeed, morung was like a university where young men were 
moulded into responsible adult members of  Naga society, knowledgeable and practical in all 
aspects of  life.
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2. NAGA MORUNG
       - Lanujungla, Temjensunep & Chumei

The Naga  Morung was a self-governing body aiming to protect the village and train men to chan-
nel fertility into their community. Each khel had its own morung. Under the umbrella of  the 
village authority , this institution had its own leaders and rules. The morung, or youth dormitory, 

used to be an essential part of  Naga life. From the family, a person’s time living in the morung was the 
most important part of  education and acculturation. The morungs were grand buildings, constructed 
at the village entrance or in a spot to be effectively guarded or in a spot to be effectively guarded. Be-
ginning at puberty, young boys and girls were admitted to their respective gender dormitories. Elders 
conveyed the Naga culture, customs, and tradition, transmitted from generation to generation through 
folk music and dance, folk tales and oral tradition, wood carvings and weaving, to the young while 
they live in the morungs. Announcements of  meetings, the death of  a village, warnings of  impending 
dangers, etc., were made from the morungs by the beating of  log drums. Since adopting some modern 
practices, the Naga have abandoned the use of  time in morungs for their youths.

In Nagaland Morung Institution is called differently by different tribes. It is known as ‘Ban’ in Kon-
yaks, ‘Kichuki’ in Angami, ‘Arju’ in Ao, ‘Chumpo’ in Lotha, ‘Apuki’ in Sema, ‘Renshe’ in Rengma, 
‘Chethiche’ in Chakhesang, ‘Haku’in Chang, ‘Pang’in Phom, ‘Awikhuh’ in Pochury, ‘Khiangyam’ in 
Yimchungru, ‘Pon in Khianmniungan, ‘Herangki’ in Zeliang and ‘Singtang’ in Sangtam.

The morung was the institution where the dignity of  labour is 
taught, refine culture, rectified the personal short comings, and to-
gether they build strong society. It is observed that the morung act-
ed as the guardian, a father, a police and the court of  the boys. This 
institution is considered as the mother of  art and culture.

Morung  system was a set of  learning, it was also the very founda-
tion to modern education. The relevance of  Morung culture in the 
present Naga society can be understood on the Naga Democracy 
were Naga traditional political institution (Democracy) has attracted 
many scholars. A.Z. Phizo, the erstwhile President of  the Naga Na-
tional Council (NNC), has argued that: “There is no political party 
in Nagaland. We don’t need it. All things considered, he continued, 
Nagaland need not intimate or adopt  foreign institutions [modern 
democracy] in matter of  political organization.” Morung was the military training centre for young  
boys. The art of  warfare and the spirit of  patriorism were taught. The same can be adopted in modern 
schools and colleges. In Morung, values like dignity of  labour, honesty, sincerity, discipline, respect for 
elders, morality etc., were imparted. Morung value seems to be more practical than present Naga Chris-
tian faith and values. Skilled based education like handicraft, woodcarving, spinning, sieving, cooking, 
rice-brewing etc., were taught in morung. Our modern education 
system needs to adopt and institutionalize these skills to reduce the 
problem of  unemployment in Nagaland. Elders in the village also 
tells the morung boys of  various medicinal plants sitting near fire 
place. Every Naga tribes have traditional knowledge  of  medicinal 
plants. The younger generation need to document  this traditional 
knowledge. The Nagas were best known for their hard work, sincer-
ity and honesty. Morung institution has taught the virtue of  dignity 
of  labour.  In the past, ‘those who refuse to work shall not be al-
lowed to eat.’ However, dignity of  labour  seems to elude the young-
er Naga generation. As a result there is a huge problem of  education 
unemployment youth in Nagaland.

Morung plays a vital role in the village democracies. It was in the morung that Nagas learnt the cultures, 
values, norms, and welfare tactics of  their village but it has also provided the structure for the working 
principles of  the village council. Morung was  in fact the life line of  every Naga village. With all this 
advantages, there is an urgent need to revive the rich heritage of  morung system in Nagaland.
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3. THE FEAST OF MERIT
- Mrs. Sophia Besa, Asst. Prof.

The feast of  merit was a significant feature of  pre-christian Naga practices 
which conferred social status to person. The practice which took years to cul-
minate or almost a lifetime to complete, was a series of  feast, each one more 

lavish and socially important. The last feast in the cycle of  feast of  merit, which 
only a few person reach, is said to assure honour for the promoter in this lifetime 
and in the afterworld. Although, the series of  the feasting and norms associated 
with the occasion differed from tribe to tribe, most of  the Naga tribes attached 
great importance to the feast of  merit.
An expensive affair, it was a social reciprocal system manifesting generosity com-
passion and concern fro the community and sustenance of  communitarian feel-
ing organizing the feast of  merit also implied that a family had gathered prestige 
through the merit of  sweat and labour, a signifies of  a good harvest.
Rice, rice-beer, cattle, pigs and mithun were slaughtered to feed the community as a 
part of the feasts. Irrespective of any person’s social status among the community, 
the feast of merit was an invitation to all.
Each feast in the series of  feast gave the hosts different privileges - from wearing 
distinctive motif  on traditional weaves to embellishing the house with carvings. the 
privilege to wear feather of  the Hornbill bird or erecting monolith etc.
The ‘house of  merit’, which can still be seen in most Naga villages, were construct-
ed distinct from other houses with special symbols designated to the man who 
sacrificed his wealth for organizing feasts. The house can be identified by beautiful 
carving on the frontal facade. A grand horn like projection of  the house marked the 
special status of  the person in his family and in the society. According to the Naga 
tradition, a normal house or a family cannot embellish their house with such kind 
of  decorations. The house was occupied by a number of  big household items like 
pounding table, log drum, wooden cot and containers for storing rice-beer. More-
over, each feast entitled the host family to decorate its traditional attires with certain 
motifs and embroideries.
The philosophy behind the performance of  Feast of  Merit is that the performer 
is honoured when he is alive and remembered after death. The deeper philosophy 
involved is, however, the sense of  generosity and the warm warmheartedness to-
wards the poor people who are fed on the occasion. (Shimray, Origin and culture 
of  Nagas)
“The feast were a significant aspect of  Naga culture, and though the practice has 
become a thing of  the past, the families of  those who have completed the series 
of  feast in any Naga village still command respect” (Talinokcha, joint director of  
North East Zonal Cultural Centre). He confirmed that feast of  merit is no more 
practised in Nagaland.
As Christianity swept over the naga homeland, it came into conflict with the in-
digenous religion and its many rituals, values and lifestyle. The old way of  life of  
pre-christian nagas underwent immense change guided by values of  the new reli-
gion, certain customs and beliefs found sustenance in rural village life.
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4. NAGA HANDICRAFT
    - Pusing, Enyam & Poveto

Of  seven sisters (North East India) Nagaland is one of  the state well-known for 
its skilled labour craft and handiworks. Since time immemorial Nagas have used 
indigenous and natural products to manufacture items for their used. The Na-

gas make everything of  their daily used directly from the Nature, which does not pollute 
the environment and nature. Thus, their skill pass on from one generation to another till 
today.

The Nagas produced a variety of  handiworks such as variety of  bamboo baskets, mats, 
wooden spoon and dishes, bamboo mugs which were made from bamboo These prod-
ucts were mostly made by the men. The women took to spinning and weaving a variety 
of  cloths like shawl, kilts, ornaments sash, head gears etc.

Embroidery

The gorgeous embroidery of  Nagaland adorn the abun-
dant artistic calibre. The local indigenous population of  
Nagaland design suitable generic patterns on their shawls, 
clothes and other decorative items made up of  cloths 
which consider as their cultural heritage. During the an-
cient times, the Angami Nagaland shawl were gifted to the 
Valiant fighters popularly known as Sami Lami Phee. Like all 
other Nagaland tribes, the Sumis, with the passage of  time 
especially with the introduction of  weaving, the practice of  
wearing clothes to a certain extent gained momentum. The 
shawl known Chini Phil was worn only by warriors who 
had completed all their social gennas, it is a blue cloth with 
mixed thread but the use of  this shawl was very rare.

Weaving

The art of  weaving is primarily the domain of  the female folk of  Nagaland. The 
weaving industry is one of  the important industries of  Nagaland that has added to the 
financial strength of  the female society of  
Nagaland. The women of  Nagaland design 
outstanding patterns on pieces of  cloths to 
make them bright and beautiful. The unique 
weaving of  Nagaland reflects the rich artis-
tic skill and creative imagination of  the local 
craftsmen who have inherited the art from 
their ancestors. According to the social cus-
toms of  the ancient times, the wife of  a par-
ticular man who had gone for hunting was 
not allowed to weave. However ,with the process of  time passed, such social customs 
related to weaving have been loose and women are now confidently engage in the in-
dustry to earn their subsistence.

The Government of  Nagaland has taken the distinctive steps to enhance the neces-
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sity of  the small scale and medium scale cottage manufacture. Furnished with all the 
contemporary machineries, the weaving industries of  Nagaland in the recent time pro-
duce world class commodity that have an international compliment prestige. The Gov-
ernment of  Nagaland established training institutes in the districts like Dimapur and 
Mokokchung that imparts professional courses on weaving to the young women.

Wood carvings

The Naga wood carvings are known for their elegant 
design and excellent pieces of  wooden work have 
worldwide known status. The tribes of  Konyak and 
Phom are known for their magnificent superiority 
over the traditional art of  carving beautiful products 
from woods which pass on from one offspring to an-
other. The wood carvers produce wooden figures of  
human beings, elephants, hornbill, mithun head, tiger 
. The Konyak Naga draw inspiration from Khajurao 
art work and curve excellent human figures.

Metal works

Iron was the chief  metal that was used for producing a variety of  tools. 
Since the people had no idea of  iron smelting, they procured metal through 
barter exchange. They practiced black -smithy and produced a variety of  
implements both for weapons and agricultural purpose. Dao and spear are 
the two most important weapons at Nagaland used for hunting. The spear 
is usually decorated with goat’s hair. The Dao consists of  a wooden handle 
and a blade and is used for cutting trees and chopping meat.

Bamboo works

In Nagaland, bamboo is one of  the essential elements which 
is used to make various types of  handicraft articles. Likewise, 
the mats are woven from bamboo splits. The length of  the 
splits ranges from 30cm to 60cm. It is used for various pur-
poses like rugs for drying grains, pretty floor coverings, com-
fortable sleeping mats , window and door screens and also as 
a partition. Most of  the Nagas use a decorative ceremonial 
hat, which is usually made of  bamboo . The tribal costume 
Accessories like combs, Konyak naga belt , leggings worn by 
Angami and Ao men which are called Phipha, are all made 
from bamboo.

Traditional ornaments

The traditional ornaments of  Nagaland are worn by both 
men and women especially during festive occasions. The 
ceremonial metallic bell necklace of  the tribal people is 
very famous. A number of  small bells are attached to a 
string . The necklace- ends are completed by wrapped 
threads, small sheep horns or knitted string. The hook of  
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the necklace is generally carved into a horn or bone, or a button which is made from 
a small bead or coin. The Naga warriors pendants are designed in the form of  min-
iature trophy masks in order to symbolize their bravery and courage. The traditional 
ornaments of  Nagaland are multi-coloured with simple designs and very attractive . 
The most common ornaments used by the Nagas are necklaces, ear rings, armlets and 
bracelet. The Naga ornaments are usually designed from ordinary to semi-precious 
stones, ivory, metal boar’s teeth etc., and are a hallmark of  the high degree of  creativity 
and dexterity of  arts and crafts of  Nagaland.

Basketry

Nagaland basketry can be used for variety of  purpos-
es. Most of  the local inhabitants know the art of  mak-
ing baskets from bamboo and cane. Bamboo and cane 
are easily available in the neighbouring forests lands of  
Nagaland. The art of  making baskets have been mostly 
mastered by the men folk. According to the unique folk 
culture of  the Ao tribes of  Nagaland, the local indige-
nous inhabitants had inherited the art of  making baskets 
from the Magician, Changkichanglangba on their sixth day 
of  his death. The baskets are generally used for keeping 
vegetables, clothes, and crops. Also baskets of  Nagaland 
served as decorative items.

Henceforth, we can say that the Nagas have a rich tradition of  art and craft rooted in a 
lifestyle that has always been in harmony with the environment we live in. Skilled trib-
al craftsman and artisans have always been the pillars of  a tribal society that had, for 
many centuries, been self-sufficient. They lent their skill to creating items of  utility as 
well those with ritualistic and aesthetic value. In the words of  Dr. Verrier Elwin, “they 
have made their own cloth, their own hats and rain-coats; they have prepared their own 
medicines, their own cooking vessels, their own substitutes for crockery”. It was these 
craftsmen, weavers and artisans who foraged the forest in search of  wood, barks, dyes 
and other resources that were utilised to carve out fine works of  art and weave colour-
ful clothes that distinguished each Naga tribes.
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5. NAGA HEADHUNTING        - Imnanaro, Khumli & Moarenla

The Nagas are commonly known for their headhunting. The Naga people are a various 
individuals or ethnic groups conglomerating of several tribes associated to the North 
Eastern part of India and North Western Myanmar. The Naga tribes practiced head-

hunting and preserved the head enemies as trophies through the 19th century and as late as 
1969. Headhunting was practice which organised out of belief that the soul matter, on which 
all life depended, was stored in the head of human. Different tribes had different customs to 
dispose of the heads taken. Being a Naga it is necessary to understand the reason behind the 
headhunting, each tribe had different thoughts and beliefs which are briefly described below:-
ZELIANG:
The Nagas are known to the outside world for their head-head-
ings. Like the other Nagas, the most common type of  war in 
the Zeliang village is the war of  headhunting. Such practiced 
are wage down from generation after generation in the ancient 
times.
Socially, the number of  head taken is ranked and give high rec-
ognition in the society. Such brave warriors are entitled to wear 
some special ornaments and dresses in the village. According to 
Mr Hazieding, ‘Headhunting is practiced for bravery and self  
pride. The one with the most slain heads will wear a hat with 
horns, the second in rank will wear necklace and third bracelet.’
Politically, the villages wage war to maintained their prestige and 
security from each other. For justice and power they fought each 
other. Offences like land encroachment, kidnapping or inhuman 
treatments to the villagers, jealousy, molestation or unreasonable 
divorce etc. Thus, war is usually declared.
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AO:
Heads were taken because it was considered a blessing when a good head was taken. It was 
believed that a good head brought wealth, wisdom and gave good children to the one who 
brought it. The forefathers believed that if  heads of  wise, good-looking, knowledgeable and 
wealthy man were taken then the person who had take such a head would get all the good attri-
butes belonging to the death person.
Because of  such beliefs, person who had such attributes were sought after and killed for their 
heads. Sometime heads were taken out of  revenge leading to battle between villagers.
SUMIS:
Headhunting was practiced during the ancient days. They fought 
wars in order to get name and fame, to gain large tracts of  land, to 
protect their trade routes. When the warriors go for war and killed 
the enemy, after taking the head, they would divide the body parts 
among themselves but the head would go to the person who had 
killed the enemy.
LOTHA:
The Lothas usually did not hunt for head among them-
selves. Their enemies were the people of  other tribes. A 
number of  taboos were observed before going to head-
hunting. With much care the head hunters set out and 
takes the head of  an enemy whether it is old or young, 
man or woman. One of  the most prize possessions among 
the heads taken was the head of  a pregnant women as 
it was considered victory as ‘twin victory’. A number of  
taboos were observed before going out for headhunting. 
Wife was not allowed to touched the things which her husband is going to wear and was 
not allowed to sleep together.
PHOM:
Headhunting among village and tribes occurred mainly due to land disputes, water disputes and 
women. Headhunting was also followed for fame and bravery. Fighting ammunitions were pro-
duced by own respective villages. Blacksmith produced such as gun, spear, dao, arrow, shield etc.
CHAKHESANG:
The chief  reason for making war was for acquisition of  land, vengeance and the desire for en-
emy heads. Various villages made war with other villages whether it is far or near, the warriors 
tried to out do the other in the number of  enemy heads brought into the village. Such famed 
warriors were accorded honour and social status while living, and even after their death, me-
morials were set up to their name. It was however taboo to make war on blood relations even 
if  belonging to different villages. People took care not to slay their own brethren of  kinsmen 
living in other village.
YIMCHUNGER:
The headhunting means chopping of  enemy’s head to gain power, prestige, fertility of  the 
village and agricultural productivity. Nevertheless, the Yimchunger strictly prohibited wanton 
killing, believing that killing wrong person would bring more harm to the village or to the par-
ticular person who has committed such act. There was restriction to kill somebody from same 
clan and relatives because it is believed that such killing would provoke the social relations set 
up and also bring misfortune to the family concerned.

Heads were taken because it was considered a blessing when a 
good head was taken. It was believed that a good head brought 
wealth, wisdom and gave good children to the one who 
brought it. The forefathers believed that if heads of wise, good-
looking, knowledgeable and wealthy man were taken then the 
person who had take such a head would get all the good 
attributes belonging to the death person.  
                Because of such beliefs, person who had such 
attributes were sought after and killed for their heads. 
Sometime heads were taken out of revenge leading to battle 
between villagers. 
 
SUMIS: 
Headhunting was practiced during the ancient days. They 
fought wars in order to get name and fame, to gain large tracts 
of land, to protect their trade routes. When the warriors go for 
war and killed the enemy, after taking the head, they would 
divide the body parts among themselves but the head would go 
to the person who had killed the enemy. 

 
LOTHA: 
The LOTHA’S  usually did not hunt for head among themselves. 
Their enemies were the people of other tribes. A number of 
taboos were observed before going to headhunting. With much 
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There were different types of  depending on situation and conditions such as genocide, secret, 
warfare, and avenge. The warriors in high spirit with complete weapons leave the village to-
wards a battlefield. The weapons like spear and dao to attack and shields to defend.
SANGTAM:
Headhunting was commonly practiced by the Sangtam during the olden days and was prevalent 
throughout the region. One’s social status was solely dependent upon the success in head-
hunting. For Sangtam, it was partly to show social maturity and partly of  agricultural property. 
Taking a head of  an individual from another village was believed to bring good harvest to the 
village and agricultural fertility.
The skulls were highly valuable for social prestige during the head hunting days, the Sangtam 
warriors who brought the heads of  enemies to the village, hung it in the Singdang or Kuhying 
(dormitory), which were constructed in ever Khel. As a matter of  fact a women’s head was 
considered more prized. In every village women were given maximum protection by the village 
folk, therefore taking a women’s head meant extreme act of  bravery and heroism.
KONYAK:
The Konyaks  were the last among 
the Naga tribes to accept Christian-
ity. In the past, they were infamous 
for marauding nearby villages of  
other tribes, often resulting in kill-
ings and decapitation of  the heads 
of  opposing warriors. The decapitat-
ed heads were taken as trophies and 
usually hung in the ‘Baan’ (a commu-
nal house). The number of  hunted 
heads indicated the power of  a warrior. The headhunting expedition were often 
driven by, and founded on certain beliefs, code of  honour and principles of  loyalty 
and sacrifice.
The tribal members maintained a very disciplined community life with strict adherence to duties 
and responsibilities assigned to each of  them.
As mentioned earlier headhunting was practiced by every Naga tribes based on their own cus-
toms, beliefs, rituals and motives. Because of  headhunting practices their was no unity among 
the tribes, humanity and brotherhood was not known to the Naga people. For many years each 
tribe lived in fear and continued to practice headhunting for their own benefits without realizing 
its consequences. It was only after the advent of  the British in the Naga regions, the practice of  
headhunting slowly died out among the Nagas, first among the Ao-Nagas and later among the 
other tribes due to advent and spread of  Christianity in the Naga regions. The spread of  Chris-
tianity played a significant role in our lives. The life that we are living in peace is the outcome of  
Christianity. We should continue to live in peace which was not known to us earlier.

Reference:
1. People, Heritage and Oral History of  the Nagas by N Venuh.
2. Collection & compilation from reliable sources.
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6. NAGA SHAWLS
- Chenakum, Imsutuden, Hongkong

YIMCHUNGER
The Yimchunger tribe have a great variety of  shawls. The Ronkhim is worn only by re-
nowned warriors and another warrior shawl, the Kechinger Ronkhim, is presented to the 
warrior who has taken the right hand of  an enemy. Common shawls of  the tribe may 
include the Sangkonglim, which is known as the drum shawl; Rehukekhim or cowrie shawl, 
which is worn by rich people; Mokhok Khim, worn by any ordinary person; Tsungrem Khim, 
known for being the shawl for women; and the most common shawl of  the Yimchunger 
is the Aneadk Khim.

PHOM
The Phom tribe also classify their shawls on the basis of  their social statuses. The Phom 
Fanet, a cowrie shawl, is worn by men who had taken heads of  enemies or had offered 
feast, symbolising his wealth. Henyu is a shawl worn by rich people but made common in 
the recent years and now worn by anyone without restrictions. Phom shawls are usually 
red in colour with broad median white bands.

RENGMA
The Rengma Naga tribe has various shawls like the Reikho, which is an ordinary shawl 
worn by men who have not offered any feasts or have never taken an enemy’s head. It is 
white in colour and has four narrow bands. Another Rengma shawl would be the Moyet 
Tsu, known as the “Young-man’s shawl” as ceremonies were not needed to be conducted 
to earn this shawl. Alungtsu were shawls for well-to-do men and the Teri Phiketsu were 
shawls for men conducting the head hunting ceremonies.

KONYAK
The Konyaks have a variety of  shawls. The Nye-Myon, worn by village elders in meetings 
and conferences and is white in colour; the Nikola, which are worn by women and is an-
other white shawl; the Shatni, colourful shawls worn by rich Konyak women and is pre-
sented to her on her wedding day where it is also used to wrap her body after her death; 
the Meyni, worn by the Angh and other aristocrats; Hompani, which is another shawl worn 
by village elders; and the Nyamni, the shawl worn by rich Konyak men.

LOTHA
The Lotha tribe have several shawls. The Sutam is an ordinary shawl which is white in 
colour with blue stripes. The Phangshup is worn by men who have performed the first 
social Genna. The Ethasu and Eshamsu these are worn by men who have performed all 
social gennas.

AO
The decorative warrior shawl tsungkotepsu is one of  the most characteristics cloths of  the 
Aos. This is a exclusive male shawl and could be worn by one who has taken heads during 
the war or offered mithun sacrifice (a feast of  merit perform in Naga society by rich 
man). The cloth has a median white band and on either side of  it are horizontal bands 
of  contrasting black, red and white.
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ANGAMI
The Angami are one of  the biggest Naga tribes. There are several varieties cloths worn 
by the Angamis, the predominant pattern of  red with white and black bands called Lo-
rumhoushu and black with red with yellow bands called lohe. Another kind of  cheap shawl 
used by male and female for rough wear is a black shawl called ratapfe.

ZE-LIANG-RONG
The Ze-liang-rong, a mixed group of  Zemis, Liangmais and Rongmei wear a few variet-
ies of  cloth. The general pattern is a white cloth. Having about six black bands at both 
edges. The size of  the black bands are not same. While the cloths and skirt of  the Zemei 
is white with little narrow black and red patterns, women of  the two other groups wear 
a variety of  cloths, the design of  which do not until recently basically differ from those 
of  the Angamis. The most popular dancing skirt is black with a wide, elaborately embroi-
dered red border and three white median bands with a thin red line in the centre.

SANGTAM
The design and symbols in the textiles of  Sangtam Naga are mutandis similar to those 
of  the Aos and Yimchungers. Sangtam Rongsu shawl is a warrior shawl, no ordinary 
people can wear. The cloth on a black base has four grey bands at the top and another 
four bands of  the same colour at the bottom. Another Decorative Sangtam shawl called 
Supong is supposed to be used by rich men.

SEMA
Although weaving was comparatively less practiced in Sema villages than among the 
neighbouring tribes, one of  the commonest Sema cloths, Akhum, is black with three or 
four red bands. Akhum maybe decorated with several designs and any worn by rich men. 
Sema warriors warrior’s of  note wear a cloths called avi-kiyi-phi, which is a modification 
of  meiphi and is very similar to the Lothas rakhusu. A rich Sema , who offered that feast 
of  mint by killing mithun, may also wear this cloths. It is a white cloth with nine white 
bands of  about regular intervals.

Reference: People, Heritage and Oral History of  the NAGAS by Neivetso Venuh
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7. THUWU-NI FESTIVAL
- Ms. Hrüzia Lazeo, Asst. Prof.

Thuwuni is the ultimate outdoor festival. The festival also provides a combined inte-
grated platform for local art,culture, farmer’s market, tourism and exposure to new 
ideas and opportunities for the local villagers. Within three years of  introducing 

the festival, there has been positive enlightenment and upliftment of  the people from the 
area towards improvement in productivity, social progress and economic growth. The need 
to scale the festival has now arrived.

WHAT IS THUWUNI FESTIVAL IS ALL ABOUT?

1.Entertainment:

a)Thuwuni Indigenous Games & Sports Olympic(TIGSO)

b)Thuwuni Music Festival (TMF)

c)Thuwuni Rural Adventure (Celebrating Indigenous Life-
style)

2.Taste of  Aphuyemi (Local cuisines & organic local 
brews) by Chef  Joel Basumatari

3.Provide market and network for rural agro-produce, handloom & handicraft.

4.Provide an unforgettable rural tourism experience for 
the tourist.

5.Generate livelihood opportunity for the villagers.

6.Promote, preserve and sustain traditional culture.

BACKGROUND:

THUWU-NI: In Sumi Naga Dialect means “To prog-
ress”

Thuwu-Ni festival, with the theme “celebrating indige-
nous lifestyle” started in 2014 at Pughoboto, Nagaland, 
the place inhabited by the pioneers of  the Sumi tribe 
of  Nagaland. Over the years, the festival has attracted a 
footfall of  over 30,000 visitors and tourists.

Thuwu-Ni seeks to promote, preserve and sustain our 
traditional culture and identity while generating liveli-
hood opportunities for villagers by providing market 
and channeled network. 

Thuwu-Ni also envisages showcasing of  our traditional 
culture, promotion of  indigenous games and sports, ad-
venture sports, farmer’s market and Music Festival.
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Event Partners:

1. Television: Nat Geo

2. Radio: FM Tragopan

3. Beverages: Red Bull

4. Digital Partner: Hungama Artiste Aloud

5. Magazine: Northeast Windows

6. Digital News: East Mojo

7. India Trail

8. Saucy Joe

9. Hospitality Partner: De Oriental Grand

10. Nagaland Post

11. Musik-A

12. Pioneer Institute

WHERE & HOW TO REACH?

•Pughoboto is a subdivision of  Zunheboto District of  
Nagaland State, India. It is located 29 KM towards 
west from District headquarters Zunheboto and 54km 
away from State Capital Kohima.

•The latitude 25.920279 and longitude 94.2796879 are 
the geo coordinate of  the Pughoboto

•The nearest railway & airport is located at Dimapur, 
which will be around 136km away from the venue. 

•Connectivity & accessibility: It will take roughly 4-5 
hours (viaPeducha-10mile) from Dimapur & about 2 
hours from Kohima by road.

•Daily Taxi & NST bus services from Kohima, Dimapur, Zunheboto.

•The weather is cold & windy so carry warm clothes.

•Currency: Indian Rupee (Carry Cash)
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8. AO NAGA ORNAMENTS: An Index to Socio-Economic Status
- Mrs. Temjenzüngla Aier, Head of Department

Introduction

The history of  Ao Naga cannot be studied without the help of  the oral tradition because of  
the absence of  script. Oral tradition is the only available source for the reconstruction of  the 
past history of  the Nagas. One generation to another generation recited the knowledge stored 
in their memory and the listeners believed it and that is how ‘words’ bring the ‘past back to life’. 
Therefore, oral tradition can be considered as the store house of  wisdoms of  our fore fathers.

When we study the old ways of  the Nagas, there is a close relation between religion, culture 
and socio-political life. The advent of  the American missionaries in the late nineteenth centu-
ry brought a drastic change in the socio-political religious life of  the Nagas. The missionaries 
saw all the practices of  the Nagas as barbaric and uncivilised culture and their teaching made 
to discard their cultural heritage along with their religious beliefs. The missionaries were help-
ing the Nagas in modernizing and they did that with good faith. Even the first generation of  
Christian converts thought that they were moving unto ‘modern’ world. However, it was a case 
of  “mistaken modernity”. Furthermore, it took not just years but generation down the line to 
realise this. It is not too late to revive the forgotten past but also we cannot deny that many of  
the good practices (culture) have been regrettably ‘lost’. Therefore, we should make an attempt 
to recover the past legacy that was once thrown away as ‘heathen’, ‘pagan’ and ‘taboo’, because 
with them was also buried our history and what had happened in the past cannot be changed 
but to pick up from where it was left unattended, remains the best option. This could be done in 
various areas of  concern in the society. In the cultural context, the oral tradition needs a revival. 
Like all traditions and cultures of  the world, the oral tradition of  the world, the oral tradition of  
the Nagas too needs a fresh start to understand its dynamics and contextualise it in the present 
world. (K.B. Veio Pou. pp.69-71).

Ao Naga Ornaments

In Ao Naga history, ornaments is an important element to understand their social life. Orna-
ments fulfilled the decorative needs of  the people. It served as a criterion for categorizing the 
people as members of  the heroic class, or as commoners. Most of  the ornaments are not worn 
as one would like but must be acquired in accordance with strict traditions. L. Sosang Jamir in 
his book – Ao Customary Laws and Practices mentions, “Ao Naga society is a classless society; 
there were no caste system and every citizen has equal fundamental right in the society. Every 
villager, whether rich or poor could freely interact, talk, sit and eat together with any other vil-
lager. Every Ao man had equal rights to hold any position in the society as long as he is qualified 
and capable.”

It is true to say that there was no class division in the Ao society, yet, warriors, rich men and 
ordinary persons were distinguished by ornamental dress. Some ornaments were restricted only 
to some phratries and class. To possess the right to wear some of  the ornaments a man had to 
go through some trails and judgment.
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Classification of  Ao Naga Ornaments

Some of  the ornaments worn by rich men are: 

Metilong: An earing worn by rich man  who had done Mithun sacrifice.

Khongshiri Metilong: It is a thick plain brass necklace worn by the son of  
rich parent when he reached the age of  7 – 8 years. 

Lakup-Melung/Saret Lik: It is a long conch-shell beads necklace worn by rich man.

Some of  the rich man’s shawl:

Rongsüsü:  It is a shawl worn only by rich man whose grandfather and father have 
done mithun sacrifice and who had done it himself. 

Ayak – Sü: Could be worn by a man who had done the mithun sacrifice and also had taken 
enemy heads.

Shepen -Sü/Aowamelep-Sü: Could be worn by a man without mithun sacrifice himself, provided 
his father or brother had done the mithun sacrifice.

Takar Tsüngkotep -Sü: Could be worn by a man who has done a mithun 
sacrifice.

Some of  the Warrior’s Ornaments & Dress

Shem-Kurang/Iremkep Khurang: It’s a type of  headgear decorated with 
pairs of  small boar tusks arranged to form circles, worn by elderly men who had taken heads.

Tamen Khurang/Ungerkentempong Khurang: Another type of  headgear, crested with red-goat’s hair 
and striped with red cane and yellow orchid stalk, worn by warriors.

Wozume/Wayammi: It is the feather of  the great Indian Hornbill, ‘a 
warrior was entitled to wear two Hornbill feathers per head taken by 
him and one for each successful raid.

Kangshiri/Kurr: Large brass rings worn by a man who had taken enemy 
heads and had performed the full series of  feast of  merits.

Tusk: Domestic boar tusk, worn in the lobe of  the ear by a warrior.

Arr Leper Tsüngkotep-Sü: (Warrior’s Shawl). Worn by a man who 
has killed and brought an enemy head.

Common Men Ornaments & Dresses

• Supu-Sü: A simple plain cloth woven from white thread (undyed cotton).

• Surem-Sü: A shawl made of  thread dyed in indigo.

• Angnem-Sü: Woven shawl of  black and royal blue stripes.
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• Sümak-Sü: Shawl woven from dark blue thread.

• Subu-Sürem: Woven with white cotton thread and than dipped in dark blue dye.

• Kizu-Sü/Akwau-Sü (Tiger Cloth): Made of  dark blue thread.

• Tsüngkotep-Sü/Mangkotep-Sü: Can be worn only by married man after paying a nominal fee 
to the village Putu Menden. Some of  the motifs in the shawl are shield, moon, sun and orna-
mented spear.

• Langtem (lion cloth) – Supu langtem, Angtong – Langtem, Wayi or suchak).

    Angtong        Wayi

Conclusion
Ornaments and dress help us to identify and locate, tell or communicate, remind and organise 
our actions, they guide our attention, express and individualise, can generate an experience, 
beautify as well as represent. The artifacts (dress and ornaments) are essential to the interpreta-
tion of  the past history. Material based on artifacts permits a more concrete, and less abstract 
understanding of  everyday life. Objects are a more tangible link to the past. Objects can play 
multiple purpose. Artifacts are expression of  a culture and at the same time, a medium in the 
creation and reinforcement of  cultural values.

References:

1. Jamir, L. S. (2012). Ao Naga Customary Laws and Practices. Dimapur: Heritage Publishing 
House.

2. Pou, K. B. (2015). Literary Cultures of  India’s Northeast: Naga Writings in English. Dima-
pur: Heritage Publishing House.
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